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Made in Germany

Skin Pulse Facial Concept offers
an exfoliation step, a non-invasive
way to needle the skin, and a
facial toning vibration massage.
The exceptional experience allows
for enhanced product absorption
and advanced facial techniques.
Results are immediate.

MASSAGING DISC HANDPIECES
NON INVASIVE FACIAL STIMULATION
INVIGORATING AND REJUVENATING

skin pulse

In 10 minutes the stamping movement of 20 nylon needles
revitalizes 520,000 hydration pathways in the skin.

NYLON FIBER CROWNS
NYLON FIBER CROWNS
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Smoother Younger Skin!

Peel

Lift-L

Lift-S

Vibro-sculpt

The Skin Pulse Skin Concept
During a Skin Pulse session 2,600 stamping movements stimulate 520.000 micro channels in the skin. To
stimulate the epidermal and dermal skin functions it is not necessary to pierce the skin with metal needles. Our
system uses blunt nylon crown heads that stamp the skin at high velocity. This new technology allows for no
downtime or discomfort after the procedure.
Medispa's Skin Pulse Facial Concept has been designed to safely be used on all skin types without injury or
bleeding. It can be safely used by a beautician without medical supervision. The treatment first starts with an
oscillating micro-disc peeling to remove deal skin cells, and is then followed by two non-invasive
needling techniques. Lift L is used used on the full face and Lift S is used as a spot treatment on troublesome
areas like crow's feet or fine lines around the mouth. The treatment is finished with a vibration massage that
signals muscles toning allowing for tighter more supple skin. The face is left invigorated and energized with a
noticeable improvement.
SKINCARE WITH A PULSE

The Medispa Skin Pulse needling system comes complete with four handpieces,
but it can be purchased with three handpieces as well. The micro-peel
handpiece is designed to smooth the skin and remove dead skin cells from the
face. The skin feels renewed and ready for the micro-channeling procedure. The
Vibro Scupt handpiece is designed to stimulate the skin and its functions by
allowing deep vibrations to enter into the muscles and nerves for further facial
enhancement. The experience feels like a fitness class for the face.
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